
CLEVER SNACK PACKAGING FOR TAKE-AWAY



SNACK BAG Fifty Fifty
Finally, eating is no longer only
a pleasure for the taste buds!
Our Snack Bag is the perfect
packaging solution for your
take-away products.

An appealing viewing
window presents your product

Keeps your snack tightly in
place to avoid dribbling or
crumbling during consumption
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Tear and open Enjoy!

Easy to open thanks to its tear-
off perforation

The convenient self-adhesive
seal allows for quick and easy
closing

Printed with water-based
colour on PEFC certified paper

Insert your snack Rolling - Finished!



Of course, our smart Snack Bag
is also available in a full paper
look!

Thanks to the red tear tab,
opening the Snack Bag is
child’s play

Superb price/performance
ratio

Made from 100% sustainable
and renewable resources

More spacious bag for easy
filling

Printed with water-based
colour on PEFC certified paper

SNACK BAG Pure Paper

1. 2.

Open Enjoy
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Remove masking paper
from label Insert your snack Rolling - Finished!



Thermo BAG

Do your customers like it hot?! Then
our Thermo Bag is exactly right for
you and for all those who want to
enjoy their warm snack while it's
still warm.

Snack temperature
lost over time:

Thermo-effect: Due to the double-
layer feature with grease resistant
and wet strength material, your
snack remains warm

The tear-off perforation allows for
secure opening and convenient
consuming

The Thermo Bag is available in the
variations Pure Paper or Fifty Fifty

Printed with water-based colours
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Tear and open Enjoy!

The Thermo Bag keeps your snack
as warm as aluminium foil does.

With Thermo Bag, your snack
remains crispy and delicious!

Thermo Bag
Aluminium foil
conventional packaging
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Trials performed with a HSG from Elektrolux at 50 s 250°C
and a RS K-Type 1319 A Thermometer



The included functional packaging box makes the packing of your snack even easier.
Thanks to the self-adhesive closure, a removal of cover foil is not necessary.

...and how convenient your customer eats on the move!

This is how you use our Snack Bags in an easy way...

Packing rolling finished!

Take away tear and open enjoy!

The Snack Bag remains tightly sealed and is therefore save and handy.
Thanks to the efficient tear-off perforation, the Snack Bag is very easy to open
so that the product can be consumed straight away.
The customer appreciates the clean consumption: no crumbs, no mess!

Our set of accessories

With every packaging unit, you receive a complimentary set of accessories consisting of a stand-up counter display,
a user manual and a packaging box.



LOC BAG RAZOR
BACK

Thanks to the efficient tear-off
perforation, the snack can be
consumed straight away and
cleanly on the go

Printed with water-based
colour on PEFC certified paper

Reclosable

FRONT

Easy and clean packing:
insert your product, fold
down the flap – done!

The large window presents
the freshness of your snack

Appealing combination of
film and paper
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Tear and open Enjoy!Insert your snack
Remove masking
paper from label

Fold the flap -
Finished!



FRONT

The great visibility of
XXL Pano Razor allows end
users to check snack freshness

Ideal for self-service shelves.
The snack type is quickly
identified at the cash register

Paper bottom as an eye-
catcher and advertising space
for your brand

BACK

The label allows you to adjust the
size of the bag to perfectly fit the
snack´s lenght. One size fits all!

Thanks to the tear-off perforation
the bag can be opened very easy
on the move

Printed with water-based colour
on PEFC certified paper

1. 2. 3. 1. 2.

Insert your snack
Remove the masking

paper of the label
Fold down the XXL Pano Razor

to the desired size Tear and open Enjoy!

XXL PANO RAZOR



Westerhaar 38
58739 Wickede/Ruhr - Germany

Our Snack Range available from stock:

Tel.
Fax

+49 23 77-80 99-0
+49 23 77-80 99-20

info@weberverpackungen.de
www.weberverpackungen.de

WEBER WEBER VVererpackpackungenungen GmbH & Co. KG

Would you like to see your own layout on the Snack Range?
No problem: personalized prints in the different sizes are also available!
Just mail us your layout - we will do the rest. And of course, special sizes are also available upon request.
Please contact us, we assist you with pleasure!

Find out about our prices in a quick and uncomplicated way by request. A call or an email will do.

SNACK BAG
Fifty Fifty
white

SNACK BAG
Fifty Fifty
nature

SNACK BAG
Pure Paper

Thermo
BAG

# 1002243

28 x 7,5/6 x 13 cm
bleached greaseproof 45 gsm + PET 19μ

# 1002283

15 x 6,5/6 x 13 cm
bleached greaseproof 45gsm + PET 19μ

S M L XL XXL

# 1002254

18 x 7/5 x 13 cm
bleached greaseproof 45gsm + PET 19μ

# 1002241

21,5 x 7,5/5 x 13 cm
bleached greaseproof 45gsm + PET 19μ

# 1002284

33 x 8,5/7 x 13 cm
bleached greaseproof 45gsm + PET 19μ

# 1002255

18 x 7/5 x 13 cm
unbleached greaseproof 40gsm + PET 19μ

# 1002242

21,5 x 7,5/5 x 13 cm
unbleached greaseproof 40gsm + PET 19μ

# 1002275

18 x 5,5/5,5 x 16,5 cm
unbleached greaseproof 40gsm

# 1002267

21,5 x 6/6 x 16,5 cm
unbleached greaseproof 40gsm

# 1002276

33 x 7/7 x 16,5 cm
unbleached greaseproof 40gsm

# 1002301

21,5 x 8/5 x 13 cm
two layers bleached greaseproof

45 gsm + 30 gsm

# 1002559

33 x 7/7 x 13 cm
two layers bleached greaseproof

40 gsm + 40 gsm
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# 1002560

15 x 8,5/8,5 x 16,5 cm
unbleached greaseproof 40gsm

LOC BAG
RAZOR

# 1004039
17 x 24,5 cm
unbleached greaseproof 40 gsm  + PET 19μ

# 1002839
12 x 5 x 30 cm
unbleached greaseproof 40 gsm  + OPP 30μ

XXL PANO
RAZOR

Thermo
BAG
Fifty Fifty

# 1003002

21,5 x 7,5/5 x 13 cm
two layers bleached greaseproof

45 gsm + 40 gsm + PET 19μ

    ID
EAL

 FOR BURGER

# 1003532

16,5 x 7,5/7,5 x 17 cm
two layers bleached greaseproof

35 gsm + 35 gsm




